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saving grace 2000 film wikipedia - saving grace is a 2000 british comedy film directed by nigel cole starring brenda
blethyn and craig ferguson the screenplay was written by ferguson and mark crowdy set in cornwall the film tells the story of
a middle aged widow whose irresponsible husband left her in an enormous debt, saving grace 2000 rotten tomatoes - the
plot of saving grace may be slight and utterly predictable but the warm tone created by the likeable characters leaves us
less disappointed than reassured when all the different cogs slot, amazon com saving grace 2000 nigel cole brenda saving grace perfectly fits that description middle aged grace trevethyn has a beautiful house above a fishing village in
cornwall lovely scenery but she becomes in danger of losing it when her husband dies and leaves her with a mountain of
debt from bad investments that she didn t know about, saving grace movie review film summary 2000 roger - saving
grace sets this story in one of those villages that has been a staple of british and welsh scottish and irish comedies since
time immemorial villages in which p g wodehouse novels would be considered realistic where everyone knows one another
is nice is an eccentric plays a role and winks at those kinds of sin that are harmless and fun
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